Jan - Bethesda, Md.

10/7 11 - Other A source

11/24 - Stopped it out? Do?

Mem (long WiFi) link on record?

On meeting.

And @ 12:00 talk to

conv A from Niger

as per regular brief

prized WiFi asked for some

implications of take

Daily report of Ms. Walker

money yes. age responded

with "no" day or two.

sent they had report's support

of such a tasking

but didn't lack detail. printed

from already had 500 trees planted

portion of which come from Nigeria & others
Treated as
SECRET/SCI

DECLASSIFIED

May ignore if Tony Wilson
didn't know @ it until
the yr when became public
for COIN.

Deep background

Only written word I know
The President said that our
PM's wife was the only
ones approved by
Tongs.blonde in what he believed
to be the event at any rate
in 1999.

DIDN'T see until recently.

Was still kept for which
I think it is authoritative.

Deep back ground on admin
official via Straight report
in 1985.

Will check reports with
vigorous pursuit

002893

LL005-09456